Although *Chicago* is widely used in several academic fields, the primarily focus is on the publishing author; therefore, there is no chapter on correctly formatting a paper. Chapter 1 of *The Chicago Manual of Style*, 17th Edition in the Ready Reference Collection, Z253 .U69 2017 does provide some guidelines.

If your professor desires you to use footnotes or endnotes please consult the Proctor Library’s guide, *Proctor Library – Flagler College Chicago Manual of Style Notes and Bibliography Citation Sheet*. *Chicago* is different from *MLA* and *APA* in allowing you to choose citing via footnotes/endnotes or parenthetical citations. The Author-Date style can be found in Chapter 15.

The most important components of a citation are the author(s), book or journal title, article title, date, publication location and publisher, volume and issue number, page number, url/electronic source, format, and sometimes an accessed date. Section and page numbers corresponding to each citation are included for the reader’s reference.

For more details and further help consult either the *Chicago Manual* or ask a librarian.


... (Hudson 1922, 9).


... (Loomis and Nasatir 1967, 316, 353).

Writing to his wife that same year on June 22nd (Davis 1974, 172), Jefferson Davis tells Varina ....


As one of several books written during the late Victorian era about Florida, McLaws’ *When the Land Was Young* (1901) ....


---


---

In 1952 Ludwig Bieler (66) writes that ... .


---


As printed in the March 1760 “Poetical Essays” (1760), ....


... (Bruce 2009).


... (Hirshberg 1948).


... (*Augustine.com*, n.d.).


Published Interview (15.22 p. 902; 15.44 p. 913; 14.76 p. 786; 14.86 p. 791; 14.104 p. 801; 14.213 p. 850)

Goodwin’s interview of Kelsey includes the following corroboration: “...” (n.d.).


... (Luau Weekend 1993).

Luau Weekend 1993 Folder. Photographs. Flagler College Archives, St. Augustine, FL.


... (Encyclopedia of Medicinal Plants 1996, 144).


... (Merriam-Webster’s Geographical Dictionary 2007).


... (Burns 2007).


Film Clip Online (15.22 p. 902; 15.34 p. 908; 15.39 p. 910; 15.57 p. 919; 14.86 p. 791)

... (“History of Virginia City” 2007).


... the verdict for the United States v. E. Rosenberg & Sons (253 F. 285 (S. D. FL. 1918)) ...